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The inside story of the first successful $15 minimum wage campaign that renewed a national labor
movement With captivating narrative and insightful commentary, labor organizer Jonathan
Rosenblum reveals the inside story of the first successful fight for a $15 minimum wage, which
renewed a national labor movement through bold strategy and broad inclusiveness. Just outside
Seattle, an unlikely alliance of Sea-Tac Airport workers, union and community activists, and clergy
staged face-to-face confrontations with corporate leaders to unite a diverse, largely immigrant
workforce in a struggle over power between airport workers and business and political elites.
Digging deep into the root causes of poverty wages, Rosenblum gives a blunt assessment of the
daunting problems facing unions today. Beyond $15 provides an inspirational blueprint for a
powerful, all-inclusive labor movement and is a call for workers to reclaim their power in the new
economy.
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Reviews
This type of publication is every thing and got me to seeking in advance plus more. I was able to comprehended every thing out of this created e ebook. I
am easily could possibly get a satisfaction of reading a created ebook.
-- Sonya K oss
Complete information for publication fans. Better then never, though i am quite late in start reading this one. Its been written in an extremely
straightforward way in fact it is just soon after i finished reading this ebook in which basically altered me, change the way i believe.
-- Ellie Sta r k
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